Elimin-Odor
Malodor Counteractant

ELIMIN-ODOR is a unique type of air freshener that is completely different from other products on the market. ELIMIN-ODOR instantaneously eliminates unpleasant odors instead of simply covering them up with heavy perfumes. It goes to work on malodors by attacking the molecular structure of the foul smell, and leaves pleasantly scented fresh air behind. This highly versatile product is great for use in any area that has unpleasant odors such as locker rooms, garbage areas, restrooms, banquet facilities, and more! ELIMIN-ODOR is environmentally friendly and safe for your employees to use. Wipe it, spray it, or mop it on and odors disappear. To remove odors from restroom floor drains and urinal lines try Omega’s US&O Uratic Salt & Odor Remover.

Directions: Put ELIMIN-ODOR in a trigger or pump sprayer and spray at the source of malodors or near incoming airflow. Can be used as a space spray to freshen the air, and can also be added to mop water or cleaning sponge to eliminate odors as you clean.

Areas of Use:
- nursing homes
- veterinary clinics
- kennels
- hotels
- offices
- hospitals
- shopping malls
- amusement parks
- janitorial services
- school districts
- cities and counties

Appearance and odor.........................Green color liquid with herbal odor
Specific Gravity................................Concentrate - 0.990
VOC (g/L)...........................................N/A
NFPA Fire Rating..............................Non-Flammable
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